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Sixty-seventh Annual Commencement

of the

UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
STORRS, CONNECTICUT

Sunday, June 11, 1950
AMERICA

My country, 'tis of thee,
Sweet land of liberty,
Of thee I sing:
Land where my fathers died,
Land of the pilgrims' pride,
From every mountain side
Let freedom ring!

Our fathers' God, to Thee
Author of liberty,
To Thee we sing:
Long may our land be bright
With Freedom's holy light;
Protect us by thy might,
Great God, our King.

ALMA MATER

Once more as we gather today
We sing our Alma Mater's praise
And join in the fellowship strong
Which inspires our college days.
We're backing our men in the strife
Cheering them to Victory!
And pledge anew to Old Connecticut
Our steadfast spirit of loyalty.

When time shall have severed us far,
And the years their changes bring,
The thought of the college we love
In our memories will cling.
For friendships that ever remain
And associations dear,
We'll raise a song to Old Connecticut
And join our voices in one long cheer.

Chorus:

Connecticut, Connecticut,
Thy sons and daughters true
Unite to honor thy name,
Our fairest White and Blue.

Alice Sawin Davis
ORDER OF EXERCISES

Processional:

- *Statley March* Tombelle
- *Procession* Chauvet
- *Symphonic March* Guilmant

Singing of America

Invocation, The Rev. J. Garland Waggoner

Music

- *With A Voice of Singing* Shaw
- *The Lord Is Our Fortress* Brahms

The Commencement Choir

Announcement of Honors and Prizes

Award of Degrees

Message to Graduates, President A. N. Jorgensen

Singing of *Alma Mater* Davis

Benediction, The Rev. J. Garland Waggoner

Recessional: *Pomp and Circumstance* Elgar
HONORS AND PRIZES

SENIOR HONORS: A book prize established by the Faculty in recognition of those who have the highest standing in scholarship for four years.

ROBERT HENRY ALLEN
GEORGE STANLEY AXELBY
HENRY HUGO SAMUELSON

DAVID JOSEPH BORDUA
ALGERT GEORGE GRIMAILA

THE WILLIAM DURAN HOLMAN PRIZES IN ANIMAL HUSBANDRY: Founded by bequest in memory of William Duran Holman, for many years treasurer of the University. Income awarded annually to the Senior and the Junior having the highest standing in Animal Husbandry.

WILLIAM CHARLES CONLEY, of the class of 1950
HOWARD SHERMAN BRISCOE, of the class of 1951

THE FANNIE HATHWAY BOSS PRIZE: Established by gift of Mrs. Fannie Hatheway Boss, of Willimantic, to be awarded annually for excellence in French:

THOMAS PATRICK REILLY, of the class of 1950
HELEN CATHERINE MURPHY, of the class of 1951

THE EDWIN GARVER WOODWARD AWARD: An award of merit to the Junior in the College of Agriculture showing the greatest advancement and ability pertaining to rural activities, good citizenship, and interest in agriculture.

ANITA MAREE GELSTON, of the class of 1951

THE CONNECTICUT STATE ASSOCIATION OF POWER ENGINEERS AWARD: A cash award to an outstanding senior in the School of Engineering, based on the work of the last two years.

ALGERT GEORGE GRIMAILA, of the class of 1950

THE VFW LADIES AUXILIARY AWARD: An award to the man and woman in the senior class who have excelled in the study of United States History.

EBBA MELROSE SPECTOR, of the class of 1950
RUDOLPH JOHN VECOLI, of the class of 1950

THE LEHN AND FINK MEDAL: A gold medal, properly inscribed, awarded each year to the member of the graduating class in the College of Pharmacy who has the highest general average for four years.

ALVIN LEONARD WEINBERG, of the class of 1950

THE GARVIN MEMORIAL PRIZE: A cash prize given by the Connecticut Pharmaceutical Association and awarded to the member of the graduating class in the College of Pharmacy who has shown the greatest progress since his freshman year.

JOSEPH FRANCIS PACONI, Jr., of the class of 1950

THE PHARMACY COMMISSION AWARD: A cash prize given by the State Pharmacy Commission, and awarded to a member of the graduating class in the College of Pharmacy for excellence in Practical Pharmacy.

GEORGE PHILIP LEHRMAN, of the class of 1950

THE MERCK PRIZES: Two sets of three books each given by Merck and Company and awarded to students who stand highest in Pharmaceutical Chemistry and in Dispensing Pharmacy.

FOR PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTRY
THEODORE JAMES LEACH, of the class of 1950

FOR DISPENSING PHARMACY
WALTER FREDERICK LINDBORG, Jr., of the class of 1950

THE PHARMACOLOGY PRIZE: A cash prize given by a pharmacist in New Haven and awarded for excellence in Pharmacology.

ALVIN LEONARD WEINBERG, of the class of 1950

THE ETHEL J. HEATH SCHOLARSHIP AWARD: A key awarded to the member of Lambda Kappa Sigma Sorority who has made the highest scholastic record in the graduating class.

RAILI SPRING ALANEN, of the class of 1950
CERTIFICATES

ONE-YEAR CERTIFICATES IN THE
RATCLIFFE HICKS SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE

JEAN T. CARBONNEAU, in Poultry Farming
GLADYS PALEY, in Dairy Farming
CAROLYN ROSEMOND SOMERFELDT, in Floriculture

TWO-YEAR CERTIFICATES IN THE
RATCLIFFE HICKS SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE

PRENTICE LAWSON ALEXANDER, Jr., in General Livestock
ROGER WILLIAM BENTON, in Floriculture
ROBERT SANFORD BIRD, in Nursery Management
DWIGHT EDWARD BURNHAM, in Dairy Farming
DONALD CLIFTON BURRINGTON, in Dairy Farming
ANTHONY JOHN CANNANO, in Nursery Management
DANIEL STEVEN CARBONI, in General Livestock
DAVID W. CLARK, in Dairy Manufacturing
NILS ERIC ERICSON, in Dairy Farming
RALPH B. HURLBUTT, in Dairy Farming
HARRY GEORGE JOHNSON, in Dairy Farming
NILES ARTHUR JOHNSON, in Dairy Farming
THEODORE M. JOHNSON, in Dairy Manufacturing
WILLIAM EDWARD KANE, in Dairy Manufacturing
ERNST JOHN KJELLSON, in Dairy Farming
ROBERT EUGENE LARSON, in Poultry Farming
SELMA E. LARSON, in General Farming
STEWART JOHN LEONARD, in Dairy Manufacturing
JAMES LUCIUS LEWIS, in Dairy Farming
WILLIAM B. LOVERIDGE, Jr., in Poultry Farming
CORNELIUS MILLANE, in Nursery Management
JULIAN PHILLIPS MORGAN, in Nursery Management
JOHN OSTRAN PETERSON, in Floriculture
JOHN AVERY RICE, in General Farming
PAUL HAYNOR SCOWILE, in Dairy Manufacturing
GEORGE HOLMES SMITH, in Dairy Farming
DOUGLAS M. SWETT, in Dairy Farming
WILBUR JAMES WADE, in Dairy Farming
RICHARD FREDERICK WALL, in Dairy Manufacturing
ELAINE JANET WARNER, in General Farming
IRVING JOHN WASLEY, in Dairy Farming
ROBERT WILLIAM WEGNER, in Nursery Management
GUNTHER H. WEISS, in Dairy Farming
JUDSON WILLIAMS, Jr., in Poultry Farming
BACHELORS OF SCIENCE

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

FRANK JEROME ALEXANDER, II
HENRY EMMANUEL BARZETTI
RICHARD ALFRED BAUFIELD
WILLIAM PAUL BECHL
FREDERICK WILLIAM BERGGREN
HOWARD GEORGE BLEUZE
PETR KING BOURBEAU
ROBERT T. BRADLEY
DAVID LESTER BROCKETT
RONALD THERON BRONSON
FREDRICK ALLAN BROWN, JR.
EDWARD FRANCIS BUTTON
EARL PETER CARINI
CHESTER ARTHUR CARPENTER
ANTHONY LOUIS CARRAFIELLO
IRVIN CHIPPERINI
WILLIAM CHARLES CONLEY
ALFRED HENRY CROFTS
MARTHA WILCOX DICKS
LOUIS VERNON DIXON
JAMES J. DONNELLY
JOHN BERNARD DZIADUL
BERNARD PAUL DZIELINSKI
WILLIAM EDMONDS
HARLEY H. EMMONS
CHARLES HERBERT EVANS
CARLOS DE LA MESA FETTEROLF, JR.
JAMES PHILIP GALLIGAN
EARL Belden GEER, JR.
WALTER BERNARD GEIGER
DAVID THOMAS GILL
EDWARD BRUNO GILL
BERNARD E. GODFREY
ELIO ALLO GOFFI
DORAN EDWARD GRANT
LEONARD WALKER HANSELL
WILLIAM HENRY HOAGLAND, III
ROGER ALAN HOFFMAN
ROGER WALTER HUNT
ROBERT EDGAR JOHNSON
RAYMOND CARL JOSEPHSON
CHARLES JOSEPH KATAN
ROBERT MERRILL KIMBERLEY
WAKEMAN BARNETT KING
WALTER CHRISTIAN KIRSCHMAN, JR.
JOHN J. KOLEGA
MAX KORMAN
ANTHONY JOSEPH KURYLO
CARLTON BROWN LEES
GEORGE PECK LOOBY
RICHARD HILDING LUNDIN
RICHARD LEE MARINELLI
EVERETT WELLS MARTIN, JR.
CHARLES MELI
EMIL M. MIKOLAJCIC
RICHARD DOUGLAS MOCHRIE
FREDERICK CHARLES MOHR, JR.
ENOS WISER MORELAND
JORDAN JOSEPH MOSEY
JOHN EBERHARDT NEUMANN
RONALD GOLDEN NORTH
WILLIAM LAW OHR
JOHN BASSITT OSTERHOUDT
EARL FRANCIS PATRIC
ROBERT STUART PAYNE
ROBERT H. PHELPS
EDWARD JOHN RENTEL
JAYNE ROBINSON RICKETTS
DONALD WELLS ROBINSON
JOSEPH ROMAGNOLI
VINCENT B. ROMEO
MERLIN WILLIAM SARGENT
JONH FRANKLIN SCHELLER
CLARENCE MARTIN SCHMIDT
ROBERT ALFRED SHELDON
HOWARD THOMAS SHELLARD
RAYMOND LEONARD SHERMAN
CHARLES CURTISS SHERWOOD
JAMES ROBERT SOULLA
AUGUST CARL STAMM
EDWIN FRANCIS STULA
ELLSWORTH ALDEN SYPER
JOHN RICHARD TEFORD
HAROLD HENRY TINGLEY, JR.
JEREMIAH WADSWORTH
RICHARD ALBERT WASHBURN
JULIUS GEORGE WENGER
LEONARD WOOD
JOHN CLARENCE WOODRUFF
With Distinction
THOMAS EDWARD MAHONEY, in Agricultural Economy
JOHN DAVID MORDASKY, in Dairy Husbandry
HOWARD ARTHUR ROLLINS, Jr., in Pomology
ROBERT POLLINGTON SOKOL, in Floriculture
CLAYTON BENJAMIN STETON, in Dairy Industry
ARTHUR VEDDER SYMONDS, in Dairy Husbandry
CHARLES JOHN ZWICK, in Agricultural Economics

With High Distinction
CHARLES JAY LARSON, in Dairy Husbandry

With Highest Distinction
CHARLES WILLIAM RITCHIE, Jr., in Floriculture

College of Arts and Sciences
DAVID ALBERT
JAMES FRANCIS CONNORS
ROBERT ARNOLD HAMMER
HANS PAUL MAYER

EDWARD ROBERT VAN ALMKERK
EDGAR ALFRED WALZ, III
DAVID MAJOR WETSTONES
FRED M. WHITEHOUSE

With Distinction
MARK GOLDIE, in Zoology

School of Home Economics
SYLVIA COLLIS ANDERSON
LOUISE BRUNBERG
LAUREL EDRENA BUTLER
LORAIN CANFIELD
MARGARET LOUISE COLTON
ANN LOUISE CROSBY
JEANNE CAROL FIELD
BETTY L. FISCHER
BETTY MARIE GAUVIN
GEORGINE JESSE GILLETTE
LUCY CHADWICK HANSEN
DOROTHY HILL
JUSTINE A. HOXIE
ALICE BELLE JOHNSON

IRIS NADINE KIMBLE
BARBARA ALETHA LOWELL
ISOBEL McGUFFIE
HILDA MARY MONAGHAN
SHIRLEY MAE O'BRIEN
DOROTHY ELAINE OLSEN
RUTH JANET ROGERS
NATALIE PLAISTRIDGE SQUIRES
ROSE JEANETTE STEPHENSON
PATRICIA ANN SWENNEY
HARRETT ELsie VELMS
GWENDOLYN ELIZABETH WALDO
Marilyn Rae WIEGERT
Marion Florence Williams
CAROL LYDIA WOODING
LUNDO WU

With Distinction
MARGARET ANN MURRAY, in Foods and Nutrition
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

JOSEPH A. ARCHAMBAULT
ROBERT EDWARD BENNETT
ANNETTE MARIE BUSI
ROBERT GEORGE CALBY
VIRGINIA JOYCE CLARK
JEAN KINGSBURY CRITCHERSON
GERALD MILTON CRUTHERS
SALVATORE A. DI GEORGIO
MARGARET MARY FLYNN
ROBERT WILLIAM GARVEY
JOE ROBERT GORDON
D. ALLEN HALL
JACOB ALBERT HAROIAN
ELSIE HELEN HODGSON

AUSTIN LEE JACKSON
EMILIE MARIE LINDERME
JAMES EMORY LONGO
FLORENCE RITA LUBOYESKI
ELEANOR CHORDAS MARSHALL
VIRGINIA GOODALL McCANDLASS
WILLIAM EDWARD McGUIRE
WILLIAM PATRICK MURPHY, JR.
JOHN JOSEPH ORLA, JR.
THERESA ANGELA PEPE
EDWARD STANLEY PIRA
Marilyn Joan Portelance
EDWARD GOULD SMITH
LORA GUNN SPERRY
WINIFRED B. SYE
LLOYD BRUCE WILHELM

With High Distinction

MARIE GREMEL HELMBOLDT, in Home Economics Education

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

AARON B. ABRAMSON
NORA DANIEL ADAMS
VIRGINIA ANN ADAMS
LEO ADELMAN
ANGELO ANTHONY ALFIER
JOSEPH ALIBRIO
ROLAND DURANT ALLEN
ANDREW EUGENE ALLIS
SAUL WILLIAM ALPERT
PETER ANASTASION
LEE STEWART ANDERSEN
HAROLD ROGER ANDERSON
RICHARD FRANCIS ANDERSON
RUSSELL H. ANFINSON
DANIEL GEORGE APOSTALON
HAROLD JULIUS ARKAYA
GEORGE HENRY ARNOLD
NICHOLAS EDWIN ARPAIA, JR.
JACK BURTON ASHCRAFT
MARINO GEORGE ATSALIS
EDWARD CLARENCE AUBIN
GILBERT O. BACKMAN
MERRITT NEWTON BALDWIN
EDMUND JAMES BALINT

JOHN BALINT, JR.
MARVIN S. BARGAR
CARLOS BARRY, IV
S. PETER BARRY
NATHAN J. BASSOK
EDMOND ROBERT BATURA
JOHN A. BECCIA
WALTER RICHARD BERGAMINI
BERNARD IRVING BERKOWITZ
WILLIAM THOMAS BERRY
RAYMOND EDMUND BEKTZ
ARTHUR AUGUST BINDER
JOHN JOSEPH BLAKE, JR.
GEORGE KINGSLIND BLEUHER
LEONARD IRVING BLOOM
WALLACE BOLCZAK
GEORGE HENRY BONNER
DONALD DOUGLAS BORDEN
ALBERT CHARLES BOURGET
WILLIAM DEXTER BOWER
FRANK JACKSON BOYD
VERNON HUBERT BRADLEY
WILLIAM CLIFFORD BRADSHAW
SAMUEL BRANDT
FRED ROBERT BRANT
LAWRENCE WILLIAM BRAY
JULES WILLIAM BRESLOW
FREDERICK BRINK, JR.
HARVEY JAMES BROOKS
ROBERT EDWARD BROWN
JOHN JOSEPH BRUNO
JOHN VALENTINO BUCKI
JOSEPH FRANCIS BURKE
Dwight Alfred Burnham
Charles Philip Burns
Joseph A. Bystrowski
Thomas William Cadder
George Ludwig Calkins
Robert Wesley Calkins
Joseph John Cammer
Edward F. Campo
Norman Roderick Canfield
Robert Hughes Capele
Emma Harriett Capen
Nathan Ford Capen
Robert Alan Carlo
Roy Otto Carlson
Roland Joseph Carmel
Frank Joseph Carr
John Francis Carroll
Milford Lamont Carson
Warren Beattie Cedermuhl
Joseph Nicholas Celiello
Anthony James Chiocchio
Everett Norman Ciccone
Robert Louis Cieri
Paul Cipriani
Pasquale Antonio Cipriano
George Benson Cleveland
Edward Clymer
Joseph Raymond Coates
Mortan Bernad Cohen
Robert L. Cohen
Sherwood Barry Cohen
Anthony Pasquale Colandrea
LeRoy Edwin Colb
GUY Anthony Colella
NEWTON CLOUGH COLEMAN
David Norman Collins
William Brennan Collins
James Leighton Colopy
Raymond Joseph Congdon, Jr.
CLAYTON EARLE COOKE
SAMUEL JOHNSON COOMBS, Jr.
LEONARD COOPER
JAMES FRANCIS CORCORAN, JR.
Paul Theodore Coulopoulos
Edward G. Courcier
Joseph Hagen Creegan
William Henry Crochiere, Jr.
JASON POST CURTIS, JR.
Walter Joseph DaDalt
Robert Edgar Dahm
James Edward Dailly, Jr.
DONALD ALFRED DAREN
Neil Avon Dayton, Jr.
Russell Rosario Demarco
Anthony M. DeMusis
Walter Edward Deftula
Russell Claire Derick
Frank Philip DeZenko
Michele A. Dezenzo
S. Robert Dilworth
John B. DiPersio
Grant M. Dodson
William Jerome Donahue, Jr.
Jeffrey William Donahue, Jr.
Thomas Joseph Donovan
DONALD ARTHUR DOTY
Roy Sherman Drier
Richard James Duffy
Daniel Robert Dugan
Russell Victor Duke
Robert Charles Duls
James F. Durrell
William Victor Dworski
Joseph George Dydo
Joseph Henry Edelson
Bruno Charles Enrico
Donald C. Erickson
Max Ertman
Rudolph Anthony Esposito
John L. Evans
Robert Edward Eyasick
Albert Fagan
William Paul FaPiano
James Felix Farr
George Edward Farren
Edward Charles Feigenbaum
Norman George Fellows
VICTOR I. FEITCORN
Caryl Elaine Fenn
Andrew Joseph Fernandes
FRANCES GWENDOLYN FERRI
RALPH FRANCIS FESTA
GERARD FISHER
BERNARD JOSEPH FLANAGAN
JOHN WILLIAM FOLEY
JOHN LEONARD FORTH
RENO FRANCONI
EDWARD LAWRENCE FRANKLIN, JR.
WALTER ARTHUR GAGNE, JR.
ARTHUR HARDING GALIN
STANLEY CHARLES GARLENSKI
ROBERT LOUIS GAUDREAU
SAMUEL JOSEPH GERIGR
RAYMOND A. GENT
FRANK WILLIAM GERARDI
JEROME LEON GELL
DOMINIK WILLIAM GIALLOMBARDO
JOHN ROBERT GILLER
RUSSELL I. GILMAN
ELIZABETH LOUISE GIMM
FRANCIS PATRICK GINTY
HOWARD GITLEN
PAUL WILLIAM GOETTLICH
NORMAN GOLDBLOOM
BENJAMIN GOLDSTEIN
MARVIN CARL GOLDSTEIN
ROBERT JAMES GORMAN
GEORGE WILSON GIFFER
JOHN EDWARD GRIMSHAW, JR.
ARTHUR HAROLD GROOD
EARL PHILIP GRONBACK
SIDINEY GROSSMAN
NICHOLAS ANTHONY GROSSO
FRED FRANCIS GRZESCZYK
FRED JOHN HARSCHER
ROBERT JOSEPH HAGGERTY
OTTO ROBERT HAIN
EARL EDWIN HALL
GEORGE GORHAM HALLET, JR.
JOSEPH JOHN HALLIGAN
WILLIAM ORLO HAMLIN
HENRY FRANCIS HAMMER
CLIFFORD EUGENE HANSEN
IRVING LOUIS HARRIS
PAUL HARRIS
ERWIN JACK HARRISON
CHARLES ROBERT HASTINGS
MURRAY HARRY HENDEL
JAMES MERVILLE HART
ROBERT J. HENRY
RUTH LILLIAN HERMANN
ARTHUR LYON HERMANN
EARL PHILIP HILL
JOHN JOSEPH HOLDA
RICHARD IRVING HOLDREDGE
JOHN FREDERICK HOLZFELDER
EDWARD ALOYSIUS HURRIAN, JR.
LEONARD JOHN HOWELL
ROBERT HUGH HUNTER
ROBERT LAWRENCE HURNEY
DONALD LOUIS INGALS
DAVID JACOBS
ELLIS AARON JACOBSON
THOMAS A. JONES
WILLIAM JOSEPH JONES
JAMES JOSEPH JORDAN
RATIONAL KAPLAN
IRWIN KATZ
ALLEN YALE KAUFMAN
DAVID MARTIN KEELER
PETER JOHN KELLEY
ROBERT JAMES KELLEY
WILLIAM DANA KENNY
EMUND JAMES KIDNEY
ROBERT LAWRENCE KIELY
MARVIN BARTHOLOMEW KIRSCHMAN
RUTH LARA KLASNER
ALAN KLIGERMAN
HENRY ALBERT KLIPP
JOHN M. KMECK, JR.
LEROY FREDERICK KNOFLA
ROBERT HUGHES KNOWLES
PILLIP MURRAY KNOWLTON
HOWARD LEE KNOX
MELVIN KOSOWSKY
ROBERT FRANK KOWALCZYK
LEE EUGENE KRAMAR(CZYK)
CHARLES AUGUSTUS KROGER, JR.
CHESTER STANLEY KRYSPIN
JOHN MARTIN KUDA
M. MARTIN KULBASCH
ALEXANDER KUZMAK
JEROME LABINGER
ALBERT RAYMOND LACHANCE
PETER J. LAGO
VINCENT LIBERATO LAMBERTI
ERNEST J. LANGE
SAUL Z. LAPPEN
JOHN LAFUT
CARL ARTHUR LARSON
HENRY ERNEST LARSON
DUDLEY NOYES LATHROP
JOHN PHILIP LAUTENBACH
WALTER DERMOTT LAUTENBACH
JULIO HENRY LEANDRI
ERNEST ALFRED LEEBRECH
STANLEY LECHEWICZ
WILLIAM FRANCIS LEGAULT
STEPHEN JAMES LENGEL
ANDREW W. LESNIAK
MURRAY JACK LEVINE
PAUL ELLIOTT LEWIS
OSCAR PAUL LIEBERICH, JR.
WILLIAM PETER LIND
JOHN HENRY LITTER, JR.
HERBERT HOWARD LOEWTH
RICHARD DAVID LOVE
GERALD FRANCIS LUDDY
PAUL WARREN LUDWIG
EDWARD GUSTAVE LUNDBERG
ALFRED D. LUPINACCI
GEORGE MACWILLIAM
P. TIMOTHY MADISON
SIMON MAGED
GEORGE EDWARD MAHER
ROBERT GUSTAVE MALM
LEONARD JOSEPH MANCHUCK
CONSTANTINE JOHN MARGOLES
ELDEN ELMORE MARKS
BERNARD JOSEPH MARSHALKA
WILLIAM ROBERT MARTINELLI
CLIFFORD MASKOVSKY
CLAYTON DUDLEY MATHER
LOUIS JOHN MATSON, JR.
DONALD ALFRED MCCARTHY
ROBERT EMMETT McCLURE
RICHARD PAUL MCMORMACK
JOHN BERNARD MCDONALD
JOHN HOWARD MCDOWALL
WILLIAM MCGARR
JOHN JOSEPH MCGUIRE
WILLIAM C. McKERNAN
EDWARD LAWRENCE MCSALLY, JR.
GEORGE ANTHONY MENEGUS
JAMES A. MERRITT
ARTHUR ROBERT MILLER
ERIC HERBERT MILLER
FRANCIS B. MILLER
PETER JULIUS MOECKEL, JR.
DONALD NORMAN MOLCHAN
ANTHONY NICHOLAS MONTANO
THOMAS SHIRRELL MOORE
WILLIAM JOHN MOORE
DONALD WILLIAM MOXLEY
FRANCIS V. MURASKA
ALEX WALKER MURRAY
HARRY JOHN MUSTAKOS
CHARLES JOSEPH MUZIKEVIC
ROBERT STEPHEN NAGY
ANTHONY LOUIS NASSETTA
WILLIAM HENRY NAYLOR, JR.
ARTHUR ROBERT NELSON
WILLIAM EDWARD NEWTON
LAWRENCE LEROY NICKERSON, JR.
PAUL NISHBALL
CATHERINE DOROTHY NISHIMOTO
EDWARD HERMANN NITSCH
FRANCIS STEPHEN NOONAN
JAMES SARGENT NORBACK
EDWARD OMAR NORRIS
DANIEL FREDERIC NOSAL
JOSEPH JOHN NOWAK
PHILIP KAUFMAN NUSBAUM
ROBERT CLIFFORD NYGREN
JOHN VINCENT O'CONNOR, JR.
ALFREDA ELIZABETH OLIWA
ARTHUR GUSTAF OLSON
LEONARD HELGE OLSON
EDWARD JOSEPH O'Rourke
MICHAEL JOSEPH O'Rourke
PAUL ARTHUR OUELLETTE
RAYMOND A. PACAPPELL
LEONARD JOSEPH PAGE
FRANK JAMES PAPANDREA
ALEXANDER ANTHONY PASTICK
RICHARD WILLIAM PEARSON
PAUL ANTHONY PEHA
VITO S. PESTONE
HENRY ANDREW PHILLIPS
THOMAS JAY PHILLIPS, II
MICHAEL ANTHONY PIA
HENRY S. PIAKKA
RUDOLPH VALENTINO PIERRO
RICHARD MARVIN PILVELAIT
WILLIAM PINKNEY, III
JAMES JOHN TRACEY, JR.
FRANK LEONARD TRAGER
WILLIAM HENRY TRAYNOR
HERBERT RAYMOND TSCHUMMI
RICHARD S. TURSHEN
ALFONS GERARD VAN HOB
ROLAND DAVID VAN KAVELAAR
DONALD VENSEL
GEORGE VERINES
GEORGE WILLIAM VLANDIS
DANIEL CONGREVE WADSWORTH
JAMES HENRIERL WAGNER
ROBERT GRATIAN WARD
EDWARD DANIEL WARREK, JR.
JOHN VATRAS
STANLEY WEINER
HARRY MICHAEL WEISSMAN
RICHARD JOSEPH WELCH
LEONARD CLARK WELLS
EVELYN KATHERINE WEPsALA
FRANCIS XAVIER WEZINGER
JOHN L. WEST
ROBERT HARRY WILHELM
GERALD HUGO WOLCOTT
CLIFFORD PHELPS WOLF
CHARLES JOHN WOLFE, JR.
FRANK RAYMOND WOOD
NORMAN RUSSELL WOOD
BENJAMIN ROBERT WOODLEY
FRANCIS JOSEPH WYNNE
JOHN WRIGHT YINGLING
CORNELIUS JOHN YORK
WALLACE ROGER YOUNG
EDWARD JOHN ZAKLIEBWINZ
JACOB ZALUDA
RAYMOND ALBERT ZUCCO
EDWARD WILLIAM ZUBAWSKI

With Distinction

VIRGINIA GERALDINE BAILEY, in Accounting
GEORGE WILLIAM BARDAGLIO, in Accounting
ROBERT EDWARD CONATY, in Insurance
ROBERT ABRAMS FLYNN, in Marketing
GEORGE W. KIEHNLE, in Accounting
ROBERT GERALD KIRSCHENBAUM, in Marketing
FRANK ANDREW LECHMAN, in Insurance
JOSEPH MASTRONI, in Accounting
VICTOR BERNARD OLIVA, in Insurance
THOMAS LUGRAND SHARPE, in Industry
MARIE A. VAN OVERSTRAETEN, in Marketing

With High Distinction

MARIO ANTHONY CARUSO, in Accounting
ALEXANDER N. CHERNAK, in Insurance
WILLIAM FRANK LANZONI, in Industry
WILLIAM G. WHITE, in Insurance

With Highest Distinction

PHYLLIS BETH FIRATO, in Marketing
HENRY THEODORE MAZON, in Insurance
With Distinction
VIRGINIA SPICER DOUGLASS, R.N., in Public Health Nursing
THERESA MARIE LABARRE, in Nursing
JEAN MARGARET NODER, R.N., in Public Health Nursing
ROBERTA MARGARET JORDAN, R.N.
VIRGINIA LEE KESER
RHODA MAY KOEHLER

With High Distinction
LEONA E. LEVY, in Nursing

School of Physical Education
ROBERT EMMETT KENNEDY

BACHELORS OF ARTS

College of Arts and Sciences

IRIS HELENE ABRAMS
LEE SHERMAN ABRAMS
JOSEPH THOMAS ABUDEL
LOUIS ANTHONY ACETO
CHARLES CURTIS ADAMS
MERWIN ALFRED ADELBERG
CHARLES S. AICHEL
BERTHA EUGENE ALIS
BARBARA FAY ALTMAN

PAUL NORMAN ANDERSON
JOHN CHARLES ANDRZEJEZK
RICHARD RODEN ANTPUPIT
SYDNEY ELLIOTT ASKINAS
FRED JOSEPH BALLEK
ESTHER MARION BARBATTI
RICHARD GORDON BARROWS
ELIZABETH ALICE BASEL
RUTH ELMIRA BATELDER
WILLIAM CARL BAUER

ARTHUR O. BAYER
EDITH RUTHE BAZLER
HARRY SISTO BALENARDO
GORDON FERRIS BELL
HARRY WILLIAM BELL
MARVIN BENNETT
EDWARD H. BERGERON
WERNER WALTER BETZ
ROBERT EDWARD BEYER
PHYLIS AILA BICKNELL
MAURO ANTHONY BIONDO
LUCY ELLEN BIRDSALL
MARTIN BIRNBAUM
SEYMOUR BLACK
JOSEPH VINCENT BOCCAMAIELLO
OSCAR BOYAJIAN
HOMER AUSTIN BOYNTON, JR.
JAMES WILLIAM BRAITHWAITE
RUTLAGE J. BRAZEE
JOSEPH MICHAEL BREEN
THEODORE LOUIS BRISTOL
DONALD GRAHAM BROWN
HERBERT JOSEPH BROWN
JOHN JOSEPH BROWN
JOSEPH WARREN BROWN
RAYMOND WALTER BRUNEL, JR.
HARRY MORTON BUCOVETSKY
MICHAEL BULICK
ANTHONY MICHALE BURRIESCI
JOHN PHILIP BUTLER
NESTOR CLEMENT CADOCHEN
STANLEY MORTON CANN
GLORIA MAE CANTOR
MICHAEL JOSEPH CAPPETTA
PHILLIP ANDREW CARLETON
ELEANOR MARIE CARLSON
NOEMY P. CAROCARI
HAROLD THOMAS CASTONGUAY
ANTHONY MARK CECERE
ANTHONY MICHAEL CECERE
OSCAR HILAN CHAPIN, JR.
THOMAS COLIN CHARLESWORTH
HAROLD ALFRED CHASEN
NORMAN JOHN CHRISTOFF
ANNE FRANCES CLARK
RICHARD A. CLYMER
DORIS VIOLA COBLEIGH
ALAN HAROLD COHEN
ARTHUR O. BAYER
EDITH RUTHE BAZLER
HARRY SISTO BELENARDO
GORDON FERRIS BELL
HARRY WILLIAM BELL
MARVIN BENNETT
EDWARD H. BERGERON
WEBNER WALTER BETZ
ROBERT EDWARD BEYER
PHYLLIS AILIA BICKNELL
MAURO ANTHONY BIONDO
LUCY ELLEN BIRDSALL
MARTIN BIRNBAUM
SEYMOUR BLACK
JOSPEH VINCENT BOCAMAILO
OSCAR BOYAJIAN
HOMER AUSTIN BOYNTON, JR.
JAMES WILLIAM BRAITHWAITE
RUTLAGE J. BRAZEE
JOSEPH MICHAEL BRIEN
THEODORE LOUIS BRISTOL
DONALD GRAHAM BROWN
HERBERT JOSEPH BROWN
JOHN JOSEPH BROWN
JOSEPH WARREN BROWN
RAYMOND WALTER BRUNELL, JR.
HARRY MORTON BUCOVETSKY
MICHAEL BULICK
ANTHONY MICHALE BURRIESCI
JOHN PHILIP BUTLER
NESTOR CLEMENT CADORETTI
STANLEY MORTON CANN
GLORIA MAE CANTOR
MICHAEL JOSEPH CAPPETTA
PHILLIP ANDREW CARLETON
ELEANOR MARIE CARLSON
NOEMY P. CAROCARI
HAROLD THOMAS CASTONGUAY
ANTHONY MARK CECERE
ANTHONY MICHAEL CECERE
OSCAR HILAN CHAPIN, JR.
THOMAS COLIN CHARLESWORTH
HAROLD ALFRED CHASEN
NORMAN JOHN CHRISTOFF
ANNE FRANCES CLARK
RICHARD A. CLYMER
DORIS VIOLA COBLEIGH
ALAN HAROLD COHEN

MARSHALL JEROME COHEN
MAXWELL NORMAN COHEN
SAMUEL SAUL COHEN
SANDRA FAY COHEN
STEPHEN COMKOWYCZ
LOIS MARION COMSTOCK
WILLIAM JAMES CONDON
JAMES THOMAS CONNOLLY, JR.
JOSEPH THOMAS CONNOLLY
FRANCIS JOSEPH CONNORS
PETER L. CONSTANTINO
FRANCIS PAUL COOPE
FREDERICK HENRY COPEMAN
FRANK GEORGE CORAZZELLI, JR.
DAYTON ANDREW CORNISH, JR.
ANTHONY JOSEPH COSTANZO
WILLIAM FRANCIS COSTIGAN
PATRICIA M. COUGHLIN
THOMAS FRANCIS COUNIHAN
ALFRED JOSEPH COUTU
CHESTER WOODBURY CROWLEY, JR.
CORNELIUS JOHN CROWLEY
EDWIN B. CURRAN
ALLYN BENARD DAMBECK
ROBERT STANLEY DARGAN, JR.
ELLEN INGRAHAM DAVIE
FRANCES ROSE DAVIS
JOHN CLIFTON DAVIS
LESTER LURIE DAVIS
VALENTINE DEDUK
LAURA ANN DE FREITAS
JOSEPH A. DEGIOIA
HUGO EDGAR DESARRO
MILDRED LAUREL DEXTER
JEROME HOWARD DIAMOND
OWEN PARKER DICKSON
DIANA MAY DIXON
FRANK DOLYAK
FRANCIS HENRY DONAHUE
ROBERT OWEN DONAHUE
GERALD ALTON DONOVAN
SUSAN THERESA DOWALIBY
SOLOMON SAMUEL DUBROW
ROBERT WILLIAM DUELL
SEYMOUR MILTON EBNER
EDWARD CHARLES ELLIS
ALFRED MARTIN ERASMUS
FRANK GIOIA ERBA
George Halem Patros
Mary Bernardine Pavelck
Evelyn Katherine Pavlosky
Charles H. Perret
Frances Sheila Petrizzo
Edward Anthony Petrozzi
Edward Joseph Pilecki
Leo Pinsky
George Pisarko
Felix Peter Pocius
David Jacob Podoloff
William Polonsky
Raymond B. Poriss
William Matthews Porter
Theresa Louise Povilon
Donald Wesley Pratt
Conrad Lewellyn Quimby
John Walter Rackis
Joseph John Rackis
John Joseph Raffile
John K. Raissi
Walter Joseph Rajewski
Marvin Bertram Rauch
Gunnar Sigurd Redin
Esther Reslick
Helen Irene Reynolds
Andrew William Richards, Jr.
George Wallace Ripley, II
Claude Joseph Rizzo
Alexander Borthwick Robbie, Jr.
Robert Mansell Robertson
Susan Ann Rockel
Robert Andrew Roos
Mary Elizabeth Roper
Carl Ralph Rosa
Mina Lois Rosenfeld
Martin Russell Ross
Stanley Ross
Alfred Herbert Roswig
Seymour Aaron Rothenberg
Dominick Fredrick Roto
Richard Gammons Rouse
Walter Allen Rowley
Robert Edward Rucci
Joshua H. Ruderman
Robert Allen Rudin
Marion Ann Ryan
William Joseph Ryder
Santo Rocco Sacuzzo
Alan Richard Sacrisson
Gerald Jerome Safton
Anthony Julian Santostefano
Gerard Benedict Saulnier
Paul Schubert
Eli Schwartz
John Thomas Schwarz, Jr.
Richard Louis Sciarini
Joseph Victor Sculletti
Melvin Scott
John Edward Setzko
H. Saxton Sevin
Joyce Inez Shaker
Jean Ann Shapiro
Katherine Marie Sharpe
Robert Ellsworth Shaw
Bruce Charlton Shepard
Robert Young Shepherd
June Ruth Sher
Alexander Joseph Shuskus
Lorraine Peltz Siegel
Frederick Anthony Sino
Bernard Israel Siller
John Herbert Sizer, Jr.
Sidney Skolnick
Bernard Maurice Slater
Leo John Srominski, Jr.
David Bryant Smith
Stanley David Smith
William James Smith
Joseph Richard Smolen
Thomas Louis Sola
Herbert Ernest Sonstroem
Gustav Robert Soracco
Ruth Sosnowy
Christopher S. Speer
Mary Ann Patricia Spodnik
Peter Carl SportINO
Richard Thornton Spring
Dorothy Mae Squier
Norman Stanley Stachelek
Jocelyn Eleasta Stang
Casey Joseph Stasiunas
Lila Ruth Steinberg
Robert Cormack Stevens
Edward Joseph Stokes
Vera Sutcovoy
Ruth Helen Swieg
Robert Heath Taylor
William Russell Tedeschi
Louise Marion Tedford
Jean Leonard Terani
Florence Zoe Thanassi
BARBARA ANN TIMMONS
RONALD GEORGE TORMEY
ROBERT PAUL TOWNE
JAMES VAN ALEN TRUMBULL
STANLEY J. TRYKOWSKI
ARTHUR LANE TRYON, JR.
LEROY WILLIAM TULP
NANCY MARIE TURNER
ARTHUR GEORGE TYROL, JR.
THEODORE CHARLES URBAN
FRANCES JEANNE VALENTE
BETTY ANN VANDER MEER
PAUL ANDREW VARGA
ANTHONY THEODORE VARSHELKA
FRANK DANIEL VASINGTON
MATTHEW VERDERAME
GEORGE VITELLI
PAUL RICHARD VOGEL
JOSEPH FRANK VOLPE
STANLEY UGO VOLPE
ERWIN VON ALLMEN
ROY S. WALDAU
GILBERT WALKER, JR.
MARIA JOAN WALSH
DONALD PRESTON WARD
GEORGE EDWARD WARREN
GLORIA ALDEN WEBSTER
MAX WEBNER
GEORGE ALBERT WESSON, JR.
CHARLES RAYMOND WHITEMAN
ALAN JOHN WIENER
THOMAS HENRY WILLIAMS
WILBUR KEITH WILLIAMS
ARTHUR BURTON WILSON
DAVID MAXWELL WISE
MARGARET MARY WITHEY
GLADYS MAY WOHLGEMUTH
JARLI ARMAS WUORIO
JOSEPH FRANCIS YACAVONE
ALBERT PAUL YATES
EDITH MILDRED ZIEGLER

With Distinction

EDWARD W. BISHOP, in Psychology
JAMES LOUIS BLAWIE, in Government
CHARLES L. BRISON, JR., in Economics
HARRIS CHAIKLIN, in Sociology
SAMUEL MORTON FINKLE, in Bacteriology
CLARENCE WILLIS GAY, in Government
RICHARD ALVIN GREENBERG, in Psychology
JOHN S. GREGOROPOULOS, in Philosophy
RICHARD WHITMAN HANNA, in Government
PAUL SIDNEY HIRSCHBERG, in Economics
DAVID WAYNE HIRST, in History
FREDERICK G. HUMPHREY, in Sociology
WALTER HOLMES JOHNSON, in Economics
ROBERT JAMES LODGE, in Government
JOSEPH RAYMOND MERCIER, in English
JOHN JOSEPH NACHYLY, JR., in Government
CHARLES GERARD NELSON, in German
ROBERT M. PATTISON, in Sociology
HENRY EDWARD PLOCHARCZYK, in Psychology
PATRICIA ANN ROBERTS, in Government
LAVIUS ARAD ROBINSON, JR., in Zoology
HERBERT CARL SILLMAN, in Zoology
MAIZIE CLAIRE SOKOL, in Landscape Design
EBBA MELROSE SPECTOR, in History
RICHARD FENTON VALENTINE, in Physics
JENNIFER ANN WHITE, in Bacteriology
DONALD PERRY WRIGHT, JR., in Zoology
EDWARD ALEXANDER ZURAW, in Bacteriology

With High Distinction

ELBERT VICTOR BOWDEN, in Economics
EDWIN JEAN FURSHIAN, in Zoology
WERNER ALFRED JANSSSEN, in Bacteriology
DAVID SAMUEL JOHNSON, in English
SAUL RUBIN ROSSOFF, in Government
GEORGE EDWIN SLATER, in Government
RUDOLPH JOHN VECOLI, in History

With Highest Distinction

ROBERT HENRY ALLEN, in Chemistry
DAVID JOSEPH BORDUA, in Sociology
ELLIS BLAINE HARTMAN, in Psychology
FRANCIS EDWARD HODGINS, Jr., in English

School of Education

LOUIS CARMINE ADDAZIO
JOSEPHINE MARY ANN ARESCO
BARBARA LOUISE BANNER
ANNE LINNEA BEECHLER
MICHAEL DANIEL BENEDETTO
EDGAR LAWSON FICKFORD, Jr.
WALDMAR L. BLOCK, Jr.
JAMES EUGENE BLOZIE
CONSTANT WILLIAM BLUM
PHILOMINE THERESA BORDONARO
ISABEL M. BRENNAN
JAMES EUGENE CALKINS
THOMAS CLAY CALKINS
PHYLLIS JOAN CAMINEAR
A. MARTIN CAPOZZA
DOMINIC JOSEPH CASTAGNA
ROBERT ELLISON CHANDLER
KENNETH IRWIN CHAPMAN
JOSEPH JEROD CHOUINARD
JOHN JOSEPH CONLON
ROBERT JOHN DOWD
EDWARD DWYER
PAUL WILLARD EUKERS
EDWARD NICHOLAS FERRIGNO
LOUIS ANTHONY FORMICA
ANNA MAE FRIEDRICHS
LOIS WHITE GILLER
GERALD ALLEN GLADSTEIN
RAYMOND FRANKLIN GREENE, Sr.
SONIA MIRIAM HEIT
ORA BELLE HOLDRIDGE
PRISCILLA LATHAM HOLLISTER
MURIEL HORWITZ
RICHARD JEROME IRWIN
HILDA DOROTHY KATZ
CLIFFORD BURNHAM KNIGHT, Jr.
RAYMOND ANDREW LEGENZA
WALTER LEVY
HENRIETTA ISABEL LICHT
MARJORIE ANN LYNCH
GEORGE ROBERT McKENNA, Jr.
SALLY JANE MILLER
JOHN JOSEPH MINITER
ROBERT JOSEPH Mischler
JOSEPH PETER MODENESI
JOHN THOMAS MONAHAN
THOMAS GEORGE NEVERDAUSKI
PIERRE O'SEEP
DONALD EDWARD PALZERE
THOMAS PATRICK REILLY
GEORGE EDWARD ROBINSON
WILLIAM A. RUFTER
CARL SACKS
PAUL OSCAR SALLING
RICHARD HENRY SCHWATLOW
CHARLES THOMAS SCHWARTZ, Jr.
GEORGE BROWNING SMITH
LAWTON HARCOURT SMITH
STANLEY P. SOROTA
JACK MARVIN SOSIN
ROBERT P. SPRAGUE
KENNETH MERRILL STETSON
ROBERT THOMAS STOKES
MARILYN LOUISE TERRY
ROBERT LEO TWISS
ADELLE WADHAMS
JOHN ALBERT WALLER, Jr.
WILLIAM JOSEPH WALSH
With Distinction

EDWIN HARVEY FLYNN, in Economics
JANE MARIE GREENE, in English
STANLEY JOHN MITZ, II, in Government

With High Distinction

BURTON MARTIN FREEMAN, in English

BACHELORS OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING

School of Engineering

SAMUEL ALTSCHULER, JR.
BURTON HENRY ANDERSON
MATTHEW PHILIP ANDERSON
THEODORE JUDD ANDERSON
GEORGE BROOKS ARMSTEAD, JR.
ARNOLD JOHN BALDWIN
JOHN LESLIE BANKS, JR.
ROBERT GEORGE BARON
STANLEY PETER BAYLOCK
GEORGE BERNARD
THOMAS BETT
PHILIP JOSEPH BLACK, JR.
JOHN EDWARD BOBBIN
PAUL A. BOBBIN
ARMAND EMILE BOUCHER
MAURICE ROLAND BOULAIS
JAMES DAVID BOWEN
DAVID WADE BRIM
THEODORE ALFRED BRINDAMOUR
VICTOR WILLIAM BRONKE, JR.
LOUIS BURZYCKI
WARREN ALBERT BUTT
JOSEPH JOHN CARINO
JULIUS CASOLINO
BENJAMIN WALLACE CHALMERS, JR.
PHILIP JOSEPH CLANG
GEORGE JACOB COE
ROBERT COLEMAN, JR.
DAVID EPHRAIM COLLINS
CHARLES THOMAS CONKLING
GORDON MAYO COOPER
CHARLES WARD COX, JR.
JOSEPH MARTIN CURLEY, JR.
GEORGE J. DANA
ORESTES MICHAEL DAVEY
ROGER MADISON DAVIS
OTTO DELFAVERO

RICHARD ANTHONY DEPIETRO
WILLIAM FRANCIS DESPINS
LOUIS JAMES DIFRANCESCO
CURTIS L. DISBROW
WALTER DOMOROD
MERTON ELFORD DOOLITTLE
PHILIP GEORGE Doss
EDWARD PAUL DUNN
ALLYN FREDERICK EHLER
CHARLES LINDEBERGH EMERICK
GEORGE WILLIAM ERICKSON
PASQUALE PAUL FAMIGLIETTI
FRANK JOSEPH FAZZINI
SIDNEY FELIX
ROBERT GEORGE FELLER
EDWARD LEWIS FITZGERALD
KENNETH WAYNE FOGG
THOMAS MICHAEL FRISCOE, JR.
EVERETT OWEN GARDNER
ROBERT ALFRED GERMAIN
MORRIS GERR
PETER RAYMOND GIMIGNANI
JOSEPH PAUL GOBSKI
RAYMOND R. GOURD
JAMES STEWART GRANT
SHERMAN GROSS
DANIEL JOSEPH GUGLIOTTI
WILLIAM GYBA
ALFRED WILLIAM HAMANN
RICHARD JOSEPH HAMMERL
RICHARD ALFRED HANSEN
PAUL HOUSE HAWLEY, 2D
WILLIAM ROBERT HAYDN
RICHARD JOHN HARN
ROBERT LOUIS HERMANN
DONALD WILLIAM HOLLOWAY
CLIFFORD VICTOR HOLT
HOWARD FREDERICK HORSMAN
JOHN ALFRED HOWELL
SOREN CHRISTIAN IBSEN
JOHN LAWRENCE IZZO
NICHOLAS JACOBS
ALFRED ARNOLD JOHNSON
CHARLES ROBERT JOHNSON
MILTON QUINCY JOHNSON
MITCHELL ANTHONY KALISIAK
EMANUEL MICHAEL KALOGIANES
LARRY EDWARD KEARNEY
ROBERT MUNRO KRAY
THOMAS JAMES KELLY
JOHN SPENCER KENNEY
MCKEEN CATTELL KESSEL
WALTER WARREN KILDAY
CHESER KIRKA
DONALD DAVID KISSELL
ROBERT EDWARD KOSINSKI
JOSEPH FRANCIS KOTOWSKI
JOHN KRAWCHUK
KEVIN D. LANZ
RICHARD HOWARD LAWTON
ISADORE LEGINSKY
JACOB LEVY
THEODORE WILLIAM LINTON
PETER JOHN LUPOLI
ARNOLD MOON MACKINNON
WILLIAM JOHN MACKO
ROBERT ALBERT MADSEN
LEONARD JOHN MANCINI
FRANCIS J. MANFREDI
KENNETH CHRIS MARD
ROCCO VINCENT MARIANO
DONALD GILBERT MARSH
FRANCIS GAGE MASON
EDWARD SPRIDT MATTIN
AMBROSE EDMUND MCCABE
EDWARD DONALD MCDONALD
HOWARD LEONARD METCALF
ROBERT HOLLISTER MICHAUD
ROBERT MICHAEL MIHALEK
NICHOLAS GEORGE MIKE
GEORGE ANTHONY MIKULKA
HUGH WILSON MILLER
LAWRENCE FRANCIS MILLER
PASQUALE M. MINERVINI
WILLIAM CARL MITCHELL
JOHN MOKRYCZK, JR.
JOSEPH MOLNAR
JOHN BRECHIN MORGAN
ERWIN LESLIE MOTT
LOUIS ANTON MOUCHA

ARTHUR EUGENE MOXLEY
JOHN JOSEPH MULDOON
ANTHONY STANLEY MURASKA
JOSEPH MATTHEW MURATORI
ALBERT WILLIAM MURRAY, JR.
GIFFORD WENDELL NEILL
DOMENICK ANTHONY NIGRO
RICHARD MAURICE NOKES
WILLIAM FREDERICK NOREN
ALBERT F. NYSTROM
ROBERT KEITH OLSON
EDWARD LEROY PAGANO
WALTER GEORGE PARKS
WALTER FRANKLIN PUCKOWSKI
JAMES HEDWYN PUCKET, JR.
ROBERT ERNEST PFEIFFER
JOSEPH LOUIS PETERSKII
WALTER ALFRED PFEIFFER
ROBERT WHITNEY PIERCE
RICHARD PLATCOW
CHESTER ALLEN PLATT
MILTON ROBERT PORTER
JOHN DONALD PORTERFIELD
ROBERT HARRY POULTON
WILLIAM JOHN PRYSNER
CHARLES H. PULVER
EDWARD VINCENT QUILL, JR.
ROMOLO HUGH RACCA
ALEXANDER JOSEPH RAKAS
MANUEL RALPH RAMOS
KENNETH THEODORE RISBERG
JOHN JOSEPH ROODY, JR.
ALBERT AUGUSTINE ROOK
JOSEPH WILLIAM ROONEY
HAROLD BERNARD ROSENBERG
WILLIAM EDWIN RUFHULMAN
EDGAR LYMAN RUSSELL
JAMES JOSEPH RYAN
KENNETH STEWART RYAN
IRVEN JOSEPH SAALMAN
CARL RICHARD SAFFORD, JR.
ALLAN JEROME SAVITZ
FRANK WILLIAM SCANNAPICCO, JR.
CLINTON BOHANNON SOCHO
JOHN EDWARD SCHWEIZER
CHARLES CHASE SEGER
DAVID SEMEL
JOHN IRVING SENDLEIN
JOHN FRANZ SERAFIN
ALFRED SPREDDO, JR.
ROMAN E. SIKORA
JOHN DAVID SILLIMAN
EDWARD JOSEPH SLANETZ, JR.
Edward Henry Smith, Jr.  
Leonard William Smith  
Joseph Robert Spalla  
Robert Donald Spellman  
William Conley Stewart, Jr.  
Lewis William Stilwell  
Robert Warner Strickland  
Robert Bruce Stryker  
Sylvester Chester Tabisz  
Robert Frank Thiem  
Robert Wheeler Thornton  
Anthony Peter Trocchi  
Robert Anthony Valley  
Edgar Blakely Vinal, Jr.  
Robert Carl Wagner  
Donald Lee Walker  
Edward Joseph Weinerman  
John Hans Wertsching  
Eugene Spencer Williams  
Robert Alexander Wilson, Jr.  
Maurice Paul Withey  
Eugene Vincent Wysoki  
Richard Arthur Zullo  
Pasquale Vincent Zullo  

With Distinction

Edward Clinton Byman, in Electrical Engineering  
Winsor Ward Crane, in Electrical Engineering  
Robert Arthur Doggart, in Mechanical Engineering  
Joseph Vincent Fedor, in Mechanical Engineering  
Jack Germain, in Electrical Engineering  
Edward Grzyb, in Electrical Engineering  
John D. Heinzmann, in Electrical Engineering  
Clifford Henry Holden, Jr., in Civil Engineering  
Arthur R. Johnson, in Mechanical Engineering  
Charles Michael Jozefaitis, in Mechanical Engineering  
Albert Angelo Landino, in Civil Engineering  
Partam Magazian, in Mechanical Engineering  
Albert Kingsley Rodman, in Electrical Engineering  
Norman Waldo Roy, in Mechanical Engineering  
Henry Stanley Stamatel, in Civil Engineering  

With High Distinction

Patrick Joseph Barry, in Civil Engineering  
Edward Francis Cole, Jr., in Mechanical Engineering  
Hugh Loomis Cox, in Mechanical Engineering  
David Halberstam, in Mechanical Engineering  
Harold Robert Haskell, in Electrical Engineering  
Charles Anthony Jaworski, in Civil Engineering  
John Thomas Moran, in Civil Engineering  
Gerald Franklin Thompson, in Civil Engineering  
Eli W. Wood, in Electrical Engineering  

With Highest Distinction

Edwin Sears Alling, in Civil Engineering  
George Stanley Axelby, in Electrical Engineering  
Robert Emil Ehrhardt, in Electrical Engineering  
Albert George Grimalda, in Electrical Engineering  
Henry Hugo Samuelson, in Mechanical Engineering
BACHELORS OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

SAM WILFRED ABRHAMSON
ARTHUR ABELAN
GEORGE J. BESERK, JR.
HARRY BODOZIAN
FRANK JOSEPH BONELLI
ALBERT S. BUSLOVITZ
STANLEY MARION BUTLER
CARL NOBLE CARLSON
EDWARD FRANCIS CLEARY
NORMA C. CROOG
VINCENT CUTICELLO
FRANCIS XAVIER DEMARTINO
Evangeline Demas
ROBERT B. EISENBERG
EDWARD FELDMAN
ALFRED D. FORD
WILLIAM FRANCIS FORD
ANTHONY ALPHONSE GAMBINO
PHILIP GINSBURG
MICHAEL GIULIANO
THOMAS RAND
JUNE MARIE GRILLO
ERICK K. HERN
SHIRLEY GERTRUDE HERZT
SIDNEY K. HIGHKIN
BARBARA Z. ISRAEL
CHARLES GARABED KAFERIAN

Burton M. Kaufman
SAUNDER J. KAUFMAN
VICTOR F. LAUTIER
LEONA JULIETTA LAVIGNE
HERBERT C. LIGHT
ISADOR MANEVITZ
COSMO MELILLO
JACOB MERKIN
JACOB MILLER
JOSEPH ELLIS MOODY, JR.
LAWRENCE ANTHONY MUCCINO
VINCENT JAMES ONORATO
JOSEPH FRANCIS PACHONI, JR
JOSEPH GENEROSO PANZA
JOSEPH CHARLES RHEINER
ALPHONSE PHILIP SARACCO
SAMUEL MALLEY SCHARR
RONALD SCHLANK
FRANK DANIEL SCINTO
REUBEN SEIDMAN
SHERMAN STEPHENSON
WALTER JOHN SZCZESIUL
Gerald Austin Williams
JOHN BERNARD WYNNE
SHERMAN ZIMMERMAN

With Honors

LESTER HERBERT ABELMAN
RAILI SPRING ALANEN
MILTON HENRY BRAUNER
JOSEPH WILLIAM DEUTSCH
MEYER M. DWORIN
EDMUND STANLEY GRANATEK
HAROLD KATZ
EDWARD KAWCZAK
GEORGE PHILIP LEHRMAN
WALTER FREDERICK LINDSTROM, JR.
GEORGE MICHAEL LOALBO
MARTIN JOHN PLUKAS
ABEL MICHAEL TANGARONE

With High Honors

THEODORE JAMES LEACH

With Highest Honors

ALVIN LEONARD WEINBERG
BACHELORS OF LAWS

School of Law

ROBERT T. CASEY
LOUIS F. CHAMPEAU
HENRY F. COONEY
ALBERT WILLIAM CRETELLA, JR.
JOHN JOSEPH DALY
JAMES FRANCIS DAWSON
LOUIS A. DEFABRITIS
THOMAS HARRILL DURHAM, JR.
NICHOLAS BARNES EDDY
LESTER L. EGAN
THOMAS FRANCIS EGAN
S. VICTOR FEINGOLD
MORRIS WILLIAM FUHR
WILLIAM FRANCIS HEALEY, JR.
RAYMOND HARRIS JOHNSON
DAVID JOHN KAZARIAN
RALPH MORTON KILBURN
WALENTY THADDEUS MALISEWSKI
WILLIAM L. MARINER
RICHARD WILLIAM MARTIN
JOHN JOSEPH McGUINESS, JR.
DANIEL V. MCPADDEN
JOHN ANTHONY METTLING
LIONEL L. J. MEUNIER
GERALD CLARENCE MITCHELL
THOMAS ANDREW PICKET
LEON PODROVE
LEO ROSEN
DONALD C. ROSENBLATT
MARY P. RYAN
NATHAN A. SIGAL
HAROLD SOBEL
MILTON SOROKIN
MERRILL FRANKLIN STEWARD
ROBERT MITCHELL TAYLOR, JR.
LEONARD GRAY TRACY
EDMOND WOODWARD
VINCENT MICHAEL ZANELLA, JR.
MYRON M. ZERVAS

With Honors

ETHAN FROST BASSFORD
WILLIAM GEORGE COMISKEY
EDWARD THOMAS FALSEY, JR.
LOUIS WILLIAM JOHNSON
DOROTHY ESTELLE KELMENSON

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INSURANCE ADMINISTRATION

College of Insurance

THOMAS MORTON HINE
MASTERS OF SCIENCE

Harry Lee Beach, in Education
George Harry Bornside, in Bacteriology
Arthur John Boyko, in Zoology
Azad Merton Bozoian, in Education
Robert Crossley Bullock, in Zoology
James Murray Burke, in Education
Frederick Andrew Buschner, in Dairy Husbandry
Arthur James Coutu, in Agricultural Economics
George Oliver Curme, III, in Animal Nutrition
Rosalind Judith DuBow, in Zoology
William Henry Perry Emery, in Botany
Usa Dowds Fowler, in Home Economics
Walter Anthony Glista, in Poultry Husbandry
Carl Herman Hempe, in Education
Opie Curtis Hester, in Agricultural Economics
Lawrence Edwin Jones, in Education
Don Kawasaki, in Dairy Manufacturing
Franklin Beach Lewis, in Zoology
Donald J. Lusk, in Agricultural Economics
Mary Elizabeth Macchi, in Chemistry
Aron Leon Mirsky, in Civil Engineering
Christos Charles Mpelkas, in Horticulture
Nicholas Joseph Nahas, in Education
Louis Nevesky, in Animal Nutrition
Stanley Papanos, in Agronomy
John Chamberlain Poole, in Zoology
Rosalie Reardon, in Bacteriology
Eugene Walter Robinson, in Education
Janet Faith Rogan, in Zoology
George Dominic Roller, in Animal Nutrition
William Allison Rosenau, in Agronomy
George Joseph Rosenblit, in Chemistry
Vernon Eugene Ross, in Agricultural Economics
Jerry Skopek, in Chemistry
Allan Bunker Smith, in Education
Richard Hugh Spencer, in Electrical Engineering
Merwyn Dean VanPelt, in Dairy Husbandry
Luke Nicholas Zaccaro, in Mathematics
MASTERS OF ARTS

Helen Pauline Balinski, in History
Robert Arthur Barrows, in Education
Eben Edward Bass, in English
Harold Herbert Benjamin, in Education
Emery Caswell Blanchard, in Education
Nathan Francis Boyko, in Mathematics
Weston Huntoon Brockway, in Education
Ethel Mary Brown, in Education
Phillip Bryznan, in History
Ben Bursten, in Psychology
Alexina Marion Caisse, in Education
Phyllis Latham Canfield, in Education
James Anthony Capellano, in Education
Eugene Francis Carragher, in International Relations
Mary Elizabeth Cole, in Social Work
Gerhard Hellmut Coler, in Education
Joseph Wooster Cooke, in Education
Paul Wakeman Coons, in Education
Guillermo Cotto-Thorner, in Spanish
Beatrice Dodson, in Education
Ruth Welch Ellis, in Education
Frank Gioia Erba, in French
Paul Francis Fagan, in Economics
Sylvia Mae Feldblum, in Social Work
David LeRoy Field, in Economics
Catherine Marie Fields, in Education
Louis Anthony Formica, in Education
Evelyn Sheftel Freedman, in Social Work
Helen Charlotte Ganz, in Social Work
Arnold Abraham Gerall, in Psychology
Frances Stevens Goodsell, in Education
Millicent Edna Goyette, in History
Kathryn Wilhelmina Hayes, in Education
Ralph Burness Hayes, in Education
Stanley Robert Hendricks, in Education
John Church Hicks, in Education
Francis Theodore Hoskins, in English
Edna Marie Laflamme, in Social Work
Herbert Lange, in Psychology
Sidney William Leggett, in Education
Elizabeth Wasserman Levine, in Social Work
Dorothy Wolff Levy, in Psychology
Francis William Looney, in Social Work
Stanley Herbert Lorenzen, in Education
John Rollin MacDonald, in Education
Loretta Frances Magnello, in Social Work
Mary Louise Martin, in Education
Richard Francis Mastronarade, in Social Work
Marion Grace McHugh, in Education
Freeman William Meyer, in History
JANET GRAY MORRILL, in Education
JOHN FRANCIS MURPHY, in History
THOMAS FRANCIS NOLAN, in Education
GEORGE FRANCIS NORSIGIAN, in Education
ROBERT LIONEL O'CONNOR, in Education
SIDNEY ARTHUR ORGEL, in Psychology
FREDERICK LEON PAGE, III, in History
JOHN EDMUND PALMER, in Education
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